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Museums Are More
Than Elephant
Graveyards
Patricia Waring Freemnn '69
suspect many people do not know what natural
history museums are all about. These museums
hold nature's works of art, instead of just man's.
There are not many museums of natural history and
those few are usually in big cities,
Field Museum of National History in Chicago is one
of the largest in the world, along with the British
Museum of Natural History in London, the Smithsonian (U.S. National Museum) in Washington, and the
American Museum of Natural History in New York.
These are the museums that have the actual skeletons
of dinosaurs, or stuffed elephants, poised in combat,
exhibited in impressive halls. Many of the specimens
were collected early in the century during a time of
large field expeditions and adventurous wealthy men.
Today those adventurous wealthy types are probably
still around, but the big expeditions carry cameras
rather than guns. The large animals are hard to come
by in the wild, either because there are not many left or
because there are too many restrictions in getting them.
Fortunately for us and our children and grandchildren,
places like Field Museum have carefully preserved
these big beasts, and often in a setting that looks like
their native habitat.
But the numbers of animals and other natural
history objects on exhibit are only a small fraction of
the holdings of natural history museums. In the places
closed to the public are thousands - millions - of
specimens carefully stored in airtight, mothproof cases
or tanks and jars. There are mammals, snakes, insects,
snails, birds, plants, rocks, fossils and artifacts, named
and catalogued and waiting for competent scientists
to study them.
At Field Museum there are 32 Ph.D. curators in
charge of these vast holdings. The curators in zoology,
geology, botany, and anthropology have much in
common with university professors - they have to
publish scientific articles in professional journals to get
tenure. In addition to their research (usually basic and
not applied research), curators identify specimens,
supervise preparation and loans of specimens, write
grant proposals to help get more money (non-profit
institutions never have enough), teach courses, help
plan and prepare for new exhibits, answer inquires
from the public, and whenever possible, escape to the
fieId.

I

Once a year, usually in May, Field Museum opens
these secreted back rooms to its members and exposes

the elusive curators and the vast colIections to public
light. Members' Nights at Field Museum are indeed an
unusual event - not ody for Chicago, but for any
large museum of natural history. Rarely is there a
chance for people to see the actual worlungs of such a
fascinating place. Of course, those of us involved get
out all of our favorite "Oh, Wow" specimens and are
deIighted to talk about them. The excitement can be
infectious and these events, though exhausting, are

extremeIy rewarding,
During Members' Nights we "in mammals" show
how we prepare skins, skulls, and skeletons for the
research collection. For small mamma15 (up to about fox
size) we take the skin off - much like taking off
coveralls - and stuff it with cotton in a carefully posed
position. This is a study skin and the front paws are
next to the cheeks and hind paws next to the tail. Paws
and tail are pinned down and ears are made erect. The
small skulls and skeletons are put in aquaria that are
teeming with the small beetIe, Dermestes maculatus, a
meat-eating species that does all of our delicate work.
After a few hours in the beetle colonies the skeletons
come out perfectly cleaned. Most people cannot believe
the beetles "do" all our small m d s for us. We
provide the room and board, and they do the labor. All
we need to do is rinse them, assign a catalogue
number to the bones, then instal them alongside the
study skin in mothproof cases.

Mammals larger than fox size are cooked in one of our
two large kettles; the largest holds more than 200 gallons
and can hold eIephant bones. We do not boll the
skeletons but we do heat them up, often in a solution of
water and enzyme detergent. They come out fairly clean
and with a little additiona1 work are ready to be
numbered. All in all, the preparation p m s s is most
interesting a n d visitors crowd to see it.
I study the smaller mammals, especially bats. I
particularly like insectivorous bats - the type most
common in our country, I try to predict from careful
measurements of the skull and jaws what kinds of i n m s
these bats may be catching. W I e s are harder to chew
than moths, so it takes thcker jaws to consume them.
Some bats catch insects on the wing by grabbing them in
their mouths and maneuverable lips; others catch them in
flight in their tail membrane like a net, then lean over and
pick them up with their teeth. Still others land on
branches to feed. The variety goes on and I have not
wen shrted on fish-eating or nectar-eating or fruit-eating
or pollen-eating or blood-eating bats. There are only three

species of the latter variety and they are found only in
Central and South America.
One last parting note. Bats in the Chinese culture are
regarded quite highly and are even sacred to some. They
stand for happiness or good luck. A talisman of five bats
in a circle, or m-fir,represents hedth, wealth, long life,
good luck and tranquility. I remember one dinner at
R-MWC when several of us - biology majors - were
sitting with a visiting scientist. We took turns saying what
we hoped to do after graduation. I said I wanted to be a
natural historian. Someone popped up, (maybe the
visitor) and said "Oh, but that's obsolefe." Well, it cnn still
be done and it is good fun. I guess the big wu-fu in the
sky is looking out for me.
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